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Thousands of actual and potential Labour supporters live in constituencies
historically represented by other parties, across the country. These Labour
people are just as passionate and in need of a platform for their views and
those of their communities as any ‘traditional’, safe or target Labour area.
Representing these views will help secure a Labour government and a better
government.
If you agree, Labour: COAST & COUNTRY is the network for you

Labour: COAST & COUNTRY - The network for rural and coastal activists & CLPs
Why join Labour: COAST & COUNTRY?
Living in rural or coastal areas has distinctive political aspects. These are not often high on the national agenda and Labour isn’t
often the strongest party on these issues, leaving supporters feeling disconnected and frustrated. Our aim is to connect such
supporters to bring critical mass to these Labour voices; let’s not forget that more people live in rural areas than live in London.
So join this growing network of Labour people on the coast and in the country if you want your voice to be heard.
We offer a platform for members to be supportive, share, interact, and air issues particular to their community or situation.
Whether this is rural poverty, housing or transport; agricultural wages or educational opportunity; flood defences or gang-masters, or indeed how best to canvass a village or be a parish councillor; you can have your say and see what others have to offer.
We can develop policy & practice collectively and garner numbers behind our input to the party. Above all, members no longer
need feel isolated. There are many of us, fighting for Labour and Labour solutions on the coast and in the country.

How to play your part, as a Constituency Labour Party (CLP)
Many CLPs are significantly coast, country or both. Working together, sharing resources and experience will add to every CLP’s
ability to influence Labour policies and to win locally, from town and parish up. CLPs are invited to subscribe to LCC at a rate of
£100 p.a. entitling each CLP to two delegates to attend our bi-annual gatherings and ‘membership rights’ such as electing the
Executive.
How to play your part, as an individual
Every movement is only as good as the people in it. Our ambition is to have members across the whole of the UK and you don’t
have to live on the coast or in the country to value the contribution and support the needs of Labour people who do. If you
support our aims and ambitions then you can join as a member at £15 p.a., or at a £5 p.a. reduced rate (if appropriate to your
circumstances). As with any membership based organisation additional donations are always welcome.
We are growing our use of social media tools to build a virtual network where members can connect, meet and work together.
Members will have access to our closed Facebook Group, where they can connect with others and debate issues that matter to
them, on policy and practice.

Who are we?
Labour: COAST & COUNTRY emerged from the work of a country-wide group of party members who recognised the need for a
place to bring together non-urban members and to take on the baton of others, such as Labour Rural Revival, the Southern Discomfort task force and Operation Toe-Hold. It has been piloted over the last election cycle, gaining the support of over 20 CLPs
and several hundred individual Labour members. We hold events, publish pamphlets and a blog and network to understand and
promote the non-urban agenda. Please join us in taking the next step and building a national network.
The growing steering group includes Brenda Weston, Duncan Enright, Lord Jim Knight, Cllr Jon Harvey, Pamela Buchan, Cllr
Sandy Martin, Sally Prentice, Sally Webber, Tom Serpell, Vincent Tickner and Hywel Lloyd who manages the on-going work of
LCC.

Contact Us
If you would like to know more, to propose your CLP as a Founder CLP, or seek comment or content for media, please contact us
at:
Hywel@labourcoastandcountry.org.uk
You can see more at www.labourcoastandcountry.org.uk and www.facebook.com/LabourCoastCountry/
And follow us @LabourCC
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INTRODUCTION
- Baroness Jan Royall Having lived for much of my life in the Forest of Dean, a glorious forest and a group of small communities between the Severn
and the Wye, I’m all too aware of the problems, and in some cases the opportunities, that present themselves on the issue of
rural housing.
As in most rural areas, we need quality affordable housing, especially social housing, so that those who grow up in the area
can stay if they wish to, helping our communities to flourish. In debates on the recent Housing Act it was all too clear that the
needs of rural areas were not properly understood or going to be addressed. Rural areas are not just a smaller version of urban
communities; they have different strengths and different challenges.
The current system is creaking, if not failing to serve rural communities. Most experts and many Peers feel the Act will only
make things worse, neither delivering more homes, nor homes that people can afford or want to have as part of their communities. We need homes for people who live and work in our villages and small towns, who contribute to their daily life and
well-being. The failure to provide these homes is fueling many of the challenges faced in rural areas with ageing populations,
the closure of schools, post offices, pubs and other hubs of village life.
It doesn’t have to be like this. Real localism should mean that local communities are part of the decision making and development process. Indeed when new housing and the future of a village, hamlet or town are considered with the community then
often there is scope to develop a workable and consented plan or site development as local people can take ownership, metaphorically and often practically. With involvement and consent come houses that actually respond to local needs and fit the
local setting – people and places aren’t and don’t have to be put upon.
All over the country we can see good practice that should be followed as a matter of course. I will highlight one example, a
small village based development proposed by a local farmer in Eakring (in Newark & Sherwood). The development is being
explored with the local community in a pre-application exhibition. That gives details of the farmer landowner, the local builder
and local architect while setting out a subtle, sensitive development designed to sit low in the landscape, built to high sustainability and habitat standards in response to local need. It highlights the previous use of the site, having been used for farm
worker accommodation up until the 1940s.
There are many other instances of a local landowner wanting to contribute to the success of a thriving village, in partnership
with the community of the village.
The round table discussion that prompted this collection of essays highlighted some of the failings, and thankfully more of the
solutions that could sustainably revive rural housing across the country. I commend them to you, as a package of ideas, examples and observations from participants across the rural housing ‘system’ – a builder, a councillor, a rural housing enabler, to a
rural campaigner – with views encompassing east, west, north and south.
Together they help identify a route forward - that takes a long term view, that supports homes to rent as much as homes to
own, that values engaging and involving existing communities in their development, that grows community led and based building, that locks in long term ownership, that values rural exemption sites, and taken together have the potential to help ensure
sustainable villages to come – where communities would welcome new homes and there is the prospect of more homes not
less.
Most people would assume that the Conservatives are the champions of rural communities, but I am proud of the crucial role
that my Party has played and will continue to play. Housing is critical to the wellbeing of a community, to families and individuals - homes are not merely bricks and mortar, they provide people with security and dignity. Labour has always been the party
to take housing need seriously.
I look forward to working with many others to ensure that those needs will be addressed following the passing of this Act;
working with all the people and organisations that have contributed to this pamphlet, with landowners including perhaps the
colleges of Oxbridge, and with other Peers, not least Lords Best and Cameron, to ensure a Labour led rural housing revolution
and a Rural Housing Bill that really is fit for rural purpose.

Jan Royall – The Rt Hon., the Baroness Royall of Blaisdon, Labour Peer
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HOUSING SHOWS WHY OUR RURAL AREAS
NEED A LABOUR GOVERNMENT
- Rt Hon John Healey MP -

One in six of our target constituencies in England and Wales at the 2015 general election had a significant rural population. If
Labour is to win the next election, we’ll need a swing of 10% to Labour from the Tories and to take around 100 seats – and this
time one in five will be rural. Country and coastal seats like North Warwickshire, High Peak, Cleethorpes and Stroud.
Every part of the Labour Party now needs to help do the hard work to win back a hearing and then support from the communities that we failed to convince a year ago. Winning over our rural communities isn’t an option, it is a necessity.
Our Party’s approach to housing must play a strong part in Labour’s rural revival, and I’m determined that by the time of the
next election, our housing plans will help us win the confidence of rural communities.
The Housing and Planning Act showed all too clearly how little Conservative Ministers understand of the housing challenges
faced by those living in rural areas. A determination to give volume house builders the whip-hand whatever the costs in a crude
drive to deliver stalled house building numbers, a centralising disdain for the power of local communities to shape housing and
infrastructure in their areas, and a complete disregard for the importance of affordable housing to the lifeblood and social mix
of towns and villages.
A free market free-for-all in housing and planning is the wrong answer to the housing pressures we face – it won’t deliver affordable homes, strong communities or good places to live.
Labour has a different vision for housing. At its heart is a determination to give families and young people on ordinary incomes
new hope that the housing pressures in their areas can be tackled. It’s central to the approach I’ve outlined in recent months,
whether getting to grips with the decline in home-ownership through the ‘Redfern Review’, or building more genuinely affordable rented homes as I set out in my report for the Smith Institute, ‘High aspirations, sound foundations’ last autumn.
The recent dinner discussion instigated by Labour: COAST & COUNTRY and ably hosted by Baroness Royall offered many excellent insights to the state of rural housing policy, from the importance of rural exception sites to the challenges of dealing with
government policy to the attitude of rural land-owners.
This collection of essays was prompted as a result of that dinner and subsequent discussions and is a tribute to the experience
and expertise of those involved. The contributions to this collection will be a touchstone for Labour as we develop our approach
on housing to work for all communities - urban and rural alike.

John Healey – Labour MP for Wentworth & Dearne; Shadow Secretary of State for Housing and Planning (2015/6)
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WHY WE NEED A NEW SETTLEMENT FOR RURAL
HOUSING
- Jo Lavis -

There is an acute need for a range of affordable housing in rural communities. This statement has echoed down the decades,
frequently receives national attention and yet remains unmet. A locally employed person earning a lower quartile wage would
need eight times their income to buy a home in a rural area. Today only eight per cent of the housing stock in English villages is
owned by a council or housing association stock. Since 1980 the Right to Buy has, and continues to have, a disproportionate impact on the supply of social housing with losses not being replaced by new affordable homes. In 2014-15, 3,668 new affordable
homes were completed in villages, compared with an estimated need of 7,800 per annum.
These figures alone make the case for a new settlement for rural affordable housing, but this is amply reinforced by the observations offered by the essays in this document. From their insights three central tenets emerge around which the settlement
should be framed:
•

That people on low incomes should be able to live in rural areas in good quality housing they can afford

•

That a range of truly affordable housing is a cornerstone to creating villages where businesses and services can thrive 		
and vulnerable members of the community are supported

•

That the settlement responds to the significant changes affecting rural areas, i.e. an ageing population and opportuni		
ties that broadband offers to connect residents with services, and rural businesses to their customers and suppliers

At its heart should be a real commitment to sustainable development in a rural setting. One that makes a concerted shift to an
approach that supports appropriately scaled growth, which assures a fair, prosperous and environmentally rich future for our
rural communities. For this to be achieved the settlement needs to respond to four challenges.

Challenge 1 – Policy designed for rural areas
The early 1990s saw a raft of national policies for rural affordable housing. However, their impact was limited by the marginalisation of rural issues in wider national and local policies. More recently rural blindness in policy making has become endemic.
Take for example the impact of cuts in grant rate on the financial viability of rural schemes, with their higher unit build costs; or
the imposition of the Bedroom Tax without taking account of the very limited supply of one-bedroom properties in rural areas.
More recently the failure, through a range of measures in the Housing and Planning Bill, to recognise that most development
in rural areas is on small sites and their release is dependent on the landowner being assured that the affordable housing will
remain as such in perpetuity.

Challenge 2 – Providing homes that are truly affordable to people on low incomes in rural areas
Employment in rural areas is characterised by low pay, with low income households often relying on a number of part-time and
seasonal jobs. Not surprisingly evidence consistently shows an overriding need for affordable rented homes in rural communities. However, as grant rates and housing association development budgets fall, financial viability is only possible by replacing
some of the affordable rented homes with shared ownership and market housing. For some low cost home ownership may be
an option, but current models are often unaffordable and finding a mortgage where there are perpetuity restrictions is very
difficult. All these problems will be amplified with the introduction of Starter Homes, which are not affordable nor support the
provision of other forms of affordable housing.

Challenge 3 – Delivering sustainable development on the ground in rural areas
The adverse impacts of historic policies that constrained rural development on the affordability of housing and community sustainability have been well articulated. Gradually this has changed with the National Planning Policy Framework endeavouring to
put sustainable development at the core of the planning system. Sadly, too often, this fails to find traction at the local level of
decision making for rural areas. Too many Local Plans still adopt an anti-rural growth agenda. Perhaps this is not surprising given the recent inundation of applications from private builders to develop large open market housing schemes in villages. With
Government backing and cuts to budgets local planning authorities have been rendered powerless to resist developers’ claims
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that viability means they cannot provide affordable homes. Neither do authorities have the staff to have an up to date Local
Plan or have timely pre-application discussions. Both are essential if the sustainable development benefits from new development are to be maximised, in rural as well as urban areas.
For even at scheme level, there are opportunities to contribute to sustainable development by using local businesses and labour, offering training and building to high environmental standards to reduce the environmental footprint and fuel poverty.

Challenge 4 – Supporting positive and constructive community engagement
Providing affordable housing with, not just for, the community, lies at the heart of a successful scheme. Something that holds
true whether the scheme is delivered through a housing association, Community Land Trusts, Co-operative housing or is private

Finance for HAs/SME
builders/Community led/
Self builders

Mortgages for homes with
‘in perpetuity’

Positive
planning
policies

Community
support

Deliverable sites at a
price to deliver truly
affordable homes

developer led. Time and again it is demonstrated that it is through informed and participative involvement that rural residents
come to support growth that contributes to meeting the housing needs of their community.
Critical to this being realised is the availability of good quality and trusted support. Rural Housing Enablers and Regional Umbrella CLTs have provided this advisory and brokering role, but their numbers are small and their funding is fragile.
The same is true of when communities try to use the very welcome raft of Community Rights and the opportunity to produce a
Neighbourhood Plan. With the right support rural communities have the chance to shape a sustainable future. Clearly not every
community has the skills, knowledge or voluntary time to take on a Neighbourhood Plan, or for that matter a Community Land
Trust. Equally, these things are not an end in themselves. Delivery still needs willing developers with access to capital finance to
build. It still needs other agencies to work with the community on delivery of services.

What could a rural settlement offer?
Informed by these challenges, the new settlement would aim to put in place these necessary pre-requisites for providing rural
affordable homes.
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And to secure these we propose -

1. A Rural Housing Bill
To give permanent security to rural affordable housing and for the first time put a definition of rural area into law. It could
include:
•

A requirement that all policies for the planning, funding and access to affordable housing are rural proofed

•

A Rural Housing Burden that would ensure land sold for rural affordable housing remains as such once it is developed 		
and this is reflected in its purchase price

•

An exemption of all rural social housing provided by councils and housing associations from the Right to Buy

•

Stronger powers for communities to buy sites for affordable housing

•

A statutory requirement that planning authorities promote sustainable development in all rural communities.

2. A Rural Housing Investment Programme
To ensure that affordable finance is available to a range of providers of rural affordable housing, with technical support and
feasibility funding so that communities can play a positive part in its delivery. This could include:
•

A low interest loan and grant programme that draws in private and government resources open to a range of
developers to deliver rural affordable homes

•

Interest free loan funding to support a revolving aggregator loan fund for rural and community led schemes so they can
access affordable private finance

•

Government support to lever in resources and partners to run a joint procurement programme appropriate for rural 		
schemes to reduce build costs and improve energy efficiency

•

A government backed mortgage guarantee on those rural properties that are subject to in-perpetuity arrangements

•

A five year funding programme so that infrastructure organisations can offer locally available hands-on technical
support for communities embarking on an affordable housing scheme, community led developments, and /or 		
Neighbourhood and Community Plans.

3. Leadership by National Government
To ensure others, through their actions and responsibilities, support the delivery of rural affordable housing. This could include:
•

Strengthening the planning system by:
o
An explicit statement in the NPPF that requires that Local Planning Authorities create opportunities for all rural
		
communities to be sustainable
o
Funding that provides incentives to help rural local authorities prepare and keep Local Plans up to date
o
A requirement that local planning authorities on a regular basis proactively identify deliverable sites in rural 		
		
communities where there is an evidenced need and community support for a scheme to proceed
o
A Use it or Lose it policy within the NPPF so local authorities can de-allocate sites after five years that 			
		
landowners and developers have failed to bring forward for development.
•

Changes to the tax system to incentivise landowners to release sites at a price that makes it viable to provide rural 		
affordable housing

•

A requirement on banks and other lenders to structure their loans to SME builders that take into account the very 		
particular cash-flow challenges faced by these companies when they build small rural sites

Jo Lavis – Director, Rural Housing Solutions
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WHAT IS RURAL ENGLAND FOR?
- Shaun Spiers There is no clear answer to that, certainly no government policy, and I guess many people will think it is a stupid question. But it
is hard to plan for the future of the countryside if we do not know what we want from it.
Most of our land is rural. It has economic importance – we farm and quarry it, use it to produce energy, value it for recreation
and tourism. Land is also an environmental asset, providing a place for nature and helping us adapt to climate change. Finally,
many people live in the countryside and many more would like to.
Ministers in the last Labour government were fond of talking about the ‘multi-functionality’ of the land, a term banned as jargon since 2010. Perhaps we can be grateful for that, but there is no escaping the fact that every acre of our land serves multiple
purposes. It is not just vacant space with development potential.
Scotland now has a land use strategy and Wales is developing one. Indeed, the land question, a staple of Edwardian times, has
returned to the centre of Scottish politics. In England, by contrast, land is seldom debated and there is no overarching framework to guide decisions on how it should be used.
Profound questions of how and where we should farm, build, produce energy, safeguard nature or tackle flooding – how we
should plan our nation’s future - are left to around 300 local and ‘combined’ authorities, loosely guided by myriad national regulations and strategies, some of them contradictory.
The overriding aim of government policy, of course, is economic growth, but this can conflict with other aims, particularly when
economic growth is viewed as a short-term fix. So England needs a national debate on what we want from our land, and a land
use strategy to guide decision-makers when goals conflict.
A debate on land use would include revisiting whether we still want a physical distinction between town and country. The idea
that it should be clear when one leaves the one and enters the other was one of the things that brought CPRE into existence in
1926. It also underpinned the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act, which alongside the NHS is the greatest legacy of the Attlee
government.
The sense that the town is different from the country survives partly because it taps into a deep part of our national psyche and
the policies that underpin this distinction have also helped make our towns and cities much better places to live in than they
were 30 years ago. Most people choose urban living, close to jobs and amenities, because it suits them. That applies to people
(like me) who love getting out into the countryside when they can. Others, of course, prefer to live in the countryside.
But the clear physical distinction between town and country, something that has been lost in other countries, is also down to
the town and country planning system. And the whole concept of planning is now deeply unfashionable. As Hugh Ellis and Kate
Henderson of the Town and Country Planning Association put it in Rebuilding Britain: “Our current orthodox assumption is that
the sum total of individual choices in a free market… is the best humanity is capable of achieving.”
Although governments, starting with the last Labour government, have wanted to make the planning system more responsive
to ‘market signals’, planning plays an important part in managing the market. The urban revival is largely the result of planning
policies, particularly brownfield first policies, first introduced in the early 1990s. These focussed investment and development
on urban areas by making green-field development the option of last resort, in defiance of some market preferences.
When our modern planning system was first introduced, no one thought it a dangerously Socialist concept. The officials most
responsible for drawing up Attlee’s planning legislation were Conservatives and it quickly became part of the post-war consensus. It did not stop governments from the 1950s to the late 1970s overseeing the building of more than 250,000 houses a year
every year.
But planning has come to seem more suspect to mainstream politicians of all parties since 1979. So has the idea that one of the
main aims of planning policy is to defend rurality and focus growth and development in towns and cities.
This became particularly apparent in August 2015 when the Government launched its Rural Productivity Plan. In an article in
the Daily Telegraph headlined, ‘With our plan, the countryside can become Britain’s engine of growth’, the Chancellor and Environment Secretary (George Osborne and Liz Truss) welcomed “the flight from city to country” of some 60,000 people a year,
and set out proposals to encourage more people to move to the countryside.
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Some of this was rhetoric and I am not sure that either Minister really wants to encourage the better off to leave large towns
and cities and make the countryside… well, make it more like large towns and cities. But that is what they suggested in their
article, and there is some follow through in the Government’s current housing policies.
In line with its manifesto promises, the Government is committed to building more homes and increasing home ownership. All
other considerations concerning the quality or location of buildings come far behind, as does social housing.
In the absence of any serious public house building process, and given the collapse of the small building sector, this programme
will have to be delivered mainly by the major house-builders. And they, of course, find it easier and more profitable to build on
green-field sites around existing settlements than on brownfield sites within them.
This means more big estates plonked down in countryside on the edge of towns and cities, and more pressure for market housing in and around villages. But as Sue Chalkey’s essay in this collection makes abundantly clear, the need for housing in rural
areas is overwhelmingly for permanently affordable housing for people working locally or with strong local connections. There
is almost limitless demand for housing in many rural areas, but the planning system exists to advance the wider public interest,
not individual consumer demand.
Villages can and generally should grow. Organic growth is generally supported by local people. Village neighbourhood plans
agreed in the last couple of years have generally opted for higher housing figures than are required in the local plan.
But it is a mistake to focus only on housing numbers. It matters who lives in the new homes and it would clearly be a problem if
they were all bought by investors or as second homes. I think it would also be a problem if they are bought by wealthy people
of a certain age moving out of cities. But who else could afford market houses in many English villages?
All communities need a mix of ages and incomes. Nye Bevan’s aspiration is still a good one:
“We should try to introduce in our modern villages and towns what was always the lovely feature of English and Welsh villages,
where the doctor, the grocer, the butcher and the farm labourer all lived in the same street. I believe that is essential for the full
life of citizens..... to see the living tapestry of a mixed community.”
This living tapestry is becoming harder and harder to achieve in villages across England, as planning is weakened and policy outcomes are left to the market. Housing policy should be ‘rural proofed’ to deliver what the countryside really needs: more high
quality housing that is affordable – genuinely affordable - in perpetuity.

Shaun Spiers - Chief Executive, the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE)
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SHAPING THE FUTURE OF RURAL ENGLAND –
OR NOT?
- Sue Chalkley Rural England is in the throes of possibly the greatest change since the Industrial Revolution. Then, the search for work and a
better way of life drove millions of people into our towns and cities. Before then, four in five people lived in rural areas, today it
is less than a fifth. Now, rather than a mass exodus, we face a deeper qualitative change in the nature of the communities which
have existed in many of our villages for centuries.
Rural communities are ageing. The 2011 census shows that in the previous ten-year period, the median age in rural communities rose from 42 to 45 years, compared with an increase from 36 to 37 years in urban areas. Over half the rural population is
over 45 years old and more than a fifth are over 65. These figures compare with 40 per cent and 16 per cent respectively for
urban areas.
The housing market is the key driver for this change.
Young people and families are being priced out by inward migration of older people, second home buyers and the holiday let
market. The number of people aged between 30 and 44 in England’s villages has fallen by nearly nine per cent over the last
decade.
Average rural house prices are £43,490, or 22 per cent, higher than in urban areas but local rural earnings are on average just
£19,700 per annum compared with £26,900 per annum in urban areas. The rural lower quartile income to house price ratio is
eight to one.
Added to this, the proportion of social and affordable housing is reducing at a much faster rate in rural areas. In 1980, 24 per
cent of rural homes were affordable and by 2015, this had reduced to eight per cent - much lower than in urban areas where it
is 20 per cent. The Right to Buy was a significant contributor to this fall.
So do we simply accept this change as part of an inevitable pattern, or do we want to work to shape the new rural?
If we are content to accept the change, we must be prepared for the consequences. Once communities have lost their schools
and other local facilities, families will not return. The many benefits of community life will be lost, for example fewer older
people will be able to stay at home, if they become frail, with care and support from family and neighbours; and fewer families
will benefit from the child-care offered by grandparents. As the population ages local employers will move away. In short, the
inter-dependency of community living will be forever undermined. Community living has its downsides but I believe it makes for
more sustainable communities and is more cost effective for the country.
If we decide to intervene, we will need rural positive policies, rather than urban policies that are sometimes tweaked to fit a
rural setting. The starting place for these is to appreciate and be able to articulate why rural is not simply a smaller version of
urban communities but rural.
Rural is rural, it is not small urban.
So, what makes rural so different? Every community has its own characteristics and we must be wary of generalisations but we
can point to a number of features that are distinctly rural. For example:
•

A community spirit which has been developed across many generations and is genuinely valued

•

Fewer landowners, sometimes just one, who have been part of the community over many generations and want to		
contribute to its on-going life

•

A maturity that sees the link between the difficulties that their families and friends have finding a home locally and the
need for new, affordable homes to be built

•

An economy that is entrepreneurial and often very local and/or home based

•

Workers that need to live locally and cannot rely on public transport for the commute
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From a housing perspective, we have many rural communities that want new housing development. But they want community
led schemes that provide high quality, energy efficient homes (as they are often off the gas grid) and are affordable for people
who live or work locally.
We also have landowners who would be interested in making land available for housing but are nervous of the whole process
and, if they do anything, want to be certain that it will leave a legacy for future generations. They are wary of gambling the
costs associated with the planning process, they are wary of falling out with their local community and they are wary of not
being in control of the end product, with which they and their family will have to live for years to come.
Hastoe’s rural development process starts with a phone call from a Parish Council; the local need is then assessed and suitable
land identified in partnership with the Parish Council and planners. The landowner sells at a price linked to agricultural rather
than development values. The scheme is designed in collaboration with the community. This process is slower but the result is
a proud and strengthened community as well as beautiful homes for local families. This is evidenced by invitations to return to
carry out second or third phases.
There are many opportunities. But, now, rural England is becoming a place to retire to or to live in at the weekend or to stay in
for a holiday. House prices are rising. Families are leaving. Schools, shops and other facilities are closing. Affordable housing is
becoming scarcer. Communities are dissipating.
If we want to plan for what is best for the future of rural England, we should make policies that are specific to the needs of rural
England. Policies which incentivise landowners, support communities, provide protection for the countryside and make the
connection between affordable rural housing and the entrepreneurial nature of the rural economy.
Policies would recognise what is working well now, including the growing appetite for new housing development that benefits
the community and landowners who are keen to play their part. They would build on these strengths and introduce incentives
that work with the grain of growing enthusiasm for housing development. They would be sensitive to how easy it can be to
damage community confidence by forcing external priorities such as the Right to Buy or Starter Homes on Exception Sites.
They would build up the proportion of locally affordable housing, through Rural Exception Site development and through encouraging SME builders and the provision of S106 affordable housing quotas. In 2012/13, 66 per cent of affordable rural housing
came from S106 quotas and about 84 per cent of rural development sites were less than 10 units. The widely accepted need
for more SME builders is particularly recognised in small rural communities where the local builder is known and trusted.
Policies addressed to the needs of rural communities would recognise the benefit of small mixed tenure developments. They
would look at how we can encourage, support and incentivise landowners to make land available, understanding the motivation
of many to leave a legacy for the next generation.
These policies should be developed in partnership with rural agencies, all of whom have an interest in the future of rural England and bring their own valuable perspective.
If we want to shape the future of our rural communities, now is the time to act. We have the momentum and enthusiasm, but
to make things happen we also need political will.

Sue Chalkley – CEO of the Hastoe Group, the leading specialist rural housing association
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RURAL HOUSING – WHAT DO WE NEED?
- Sandy Martin During February the East Anglian Daily Times, which covers most of Suffolk, ran 23 stories on housing and housing development. The paper had clearly decided to make housing their “issue of the month” - a telling decision, in a month when cuts
to the Fire Service, rural bus services and social care were all hot topics - but even without the editorials, opinion pieces and
‘in-depth studies’ which were carried in February, there are sufficient actual stories to make housing the most prominent single
issue in the local press in most months.
The stories have three main themes, which often run side by side in the same story:
•

There are not enough houses. We need to build more houses in all parts of the County

•

Young families in Suffolk are unable to buy. So-called “affordable” houses to buy are not actually affordable for the 		
majority of younger families. Often there is nowhere to rent, even at market rents

•

Local residents – and their elected representatives – do not want any new houses built here. Clearly new houses do 		
need to be built over there, but they shouldn’t be built over here.

There are also stories that are not being told, or only told intermittently. We all know that there are unemployed or semi-employed young people “sofa-surfing”. What may have shocked some people was the working couple with a baby reported in
Sudbury living in the father’s brother’s house because they could not even afford to rent, let alone buy. Family homelessness
(as opposed to single people) in Suffolk, as in the rest of the Country, has risen in the last five years – in Suffolk it tripled from
35 families in 2009 to 108 in 2014. And because of the lack of smaller homes to rent, young working people are increasingly
moving into the bigger towns – Ipswich, Lowestoft, Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill – even if they are actually working in the rural
parts of the County.
Much of the debate on housing has focussed on “NIMBYism” and the planning system preventing the construction of the houses we need. But while NIMBYism is a serious problem, that simplistic analysis fails to recognise the very real concerns that local
residents have about much development, and the experience which very often bears out those concerns.
The first is around the quality of the Suffolk environment. It is true that “nobody has a right to a view” (unless they own it, of
course – I believe a Duke of Grafton demolished the village of Euston and relocated it in order to improve the view from Euston
Hall). However, tourism is an extremely important – and growing – part of the Suffolk economy. Suffolk is still significantly
undeveloped in comparison with e.g. Sussex, and most of us would like to keep it that way. The principles of Ebenezer Howard,
and the Town & Country planning movement, are still popular. Anyone seeking rural recreation or biodiversity would find far
more of worth to protect in Suffolk than in what remains of the “Green Belt” around London. I am not suggesting we should
water down our protection of the London Green Belt – far from it – but what I do believe very strongly is that the forced distinction between urban and rural which has been maintained by our planning system over the past 50 years is actually a good
thing, and has resulted in beautiful countryside which is worth visiting for tourists – including tourists from our major cities – as
well as reducing the environmental and social costs of ribbon development and unregulated urban sprawl.
Even within a largely rural county like Suffolk, there are still extensive areas of brownfield, which are often not being developed.
There are costs associated with brownfield sites, especially contaminated sites, and the level of support for developers to compensate for these costs is clearly inadequate. One of the stories last month was the objection by the residents of Brantham to a
320-home green-field application. Brantham sits next to one of the largest brownfield sites in the county, but nobody is offering
to develop it as the land is heavily contaminated. The proposed green-field development has no affordable housing included –
presumably on “viability” grounds, although a previous nearby green-field development did have “affordable” homes for sale at
£240,000.
But in addition to the expense of developing brownfield sites, there is also the premium associated with developing in posh
locations. And this is seldom to meet genuine local need – rather, it panders to a fetish of property ownership where the supposed book value of the property becomes more important than the utility it affords to the resident (if there is one). The regular production of what I can only call “Property Porn” testifies to that – the three property pull-out sections during the month
featured front-page articles on houses costing £695,000, £1.35m and £1.475m respectively.
Three of the towns which feature heavily in development stories in February are Aldeburgh, Woodbridge and Framlingham.
Between them Taylor Wimpey and Persimmon want to increase the overall size of Framlingham by 38%. Much of the development would surround the Mere and the mediaeval castle, which are significant tourist draws and give the town its unique
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character. The Woodbridge development would threaten the local AONB and join Woodbridge by a continuous corridor of
development with Ipswich.
Towns like these do not have brownfield sites. They do have very vociferous residents associations, and Parish or Town Councils
that support those residents associations, and their objections to housing applications help perpetuate the myth that “NIMBYism” is the main block to housing development. It is certainly a factor, but we need to consider what the housing needs are,
and whether any particular application would actually fulfil them, before we decide whether it would be rational to support
such an application.
The second main concern is over whether housing will actually be for local people. There is a need for affordable housing for
young people who have grown up in Framlingham or who need to work in or around Framlingham, but there is no expectation
that any of the proposed development will deliver it. A previous 100-home development in Framlingham, built by Hopkins
Homes, was passed by the Council with the condition of an additional 47 affordable homes. Hopkins Homes then appealed the
condition on the grounds of viability, and was allowed by the Secretary of State to build the 100 market-value homes without
any of the “affordable” homes. Hopkins Homes made a profit of £22 million last year.
Developers can make more money building large houses in posh locations than they can building genuinely affordable houses
in less expensive areas. With a given amount of capital at their disposal, it is no surprise that hundreds of already-permitted
housing units are being left un-built on brown-field sites in Ipswich and Lowestoft because the developers would prefer to build
luxury homes for incomers in Woodbridge or Framlingham.
Where developers do make enough profit from the sale of expensive homes in expensive locations to wealthy incomers to be
able to provide “affordable” housing, it may not be in an area where it is required. There are good reasons to regard the provision by developers of affordable housing – and other Section 106-type benefits, and CIL – as a tax on housing development, but
if it were a straight tax at least it would be possible to spend the money in the area of greatest need, rather than in the area of
greatest demand for luxury retirement homes – and to spend it on homes to rent which would be genuinely affordable.
As it happens, some developers have been doing just that. A development with permission in Blythburgh then applied for –
and got – permission to move the location of their affordable homes to the nearby town of Leiston where, they said, they would
be more accessible to the people who needed affordable housing. (Nearby in this context means nearly 10 miles – close enough
to drive but quite a trek by bicycle, which would make it difficult for young people who cannot afford to run a car). They would,
of course, also not be in the way of building yet more expensive retirement homes in Blythburgh, a village that appears on
significantly more picture-postcards than Leiston ever would. This can of course only be done easily within a local housing authority area – it would be difficult for a developer building in a wealthier local authority where there is very much less demand
for affordable homes, to win acceptance for building their affordable housing quota in some completely separate local authority
area. As it happens with the Blythburgh case, the developer won local acceptance for the market-price housing they applied for
by promising to also build affordable housing for local younger people – a promise which they cheerfully broke with the support
of the District Council and to the great anger of Blythburgh Parish Council.
In addition to the question of whether the homes being applied for are of the type, or size, or in the location of the greatest
need, there is also the question of whether they will actually be inhabited by the people who have that local need. A recent
development of ten 4-bedroom detached residences in Aldeburgh was granted on condition of four “affordable” bungalows for
local people. The Town Council was pleading in the local paper for local applicants to come forward, which indicates that they
have not done so. But this may well be because the bungalows were not actually affordable to any local people who were in
need of homes. To put this in context, a Victorian two-bed mid-terrace cottage near the sea in Aldeburgh is currently for sale
for £460,000 – this is not at all unusual, and a house with an actual sea view would go for considerably more.
One application that the Town Council in Framlingham DID support (against officer recommendation) was an alms-house conversion for local young people by the Mills Charity. However, the District Council officers have “failed to agree terms” with the
charity and the development has been stalled – the officers are now demanding that the Councillors revisit (and presumably
reverse) their decision. The main problem appears to be that the charity refuses to join the Choice Based Lettings Scheme that,
they say, would prevent them from allocating the units to those local young people that the charity actually exists to support.
So what can we conclude from this snapshot of the contentious mess that is housing in rural Suffolk in February 2016?
Firstly, affordable housing needs to be genuinely affordable to local people who need it the most. Unless and until the housing
supply catches up with need, that is going to mean affordable rented accommodation. Even entrenched rural Conservative
councils like Mid-Suffolk District have belatedly realised that, and are building council houses to help local young people, albeit
at a far smaller scale than Labour councils such as Ipswich. And another advantage of council properties is that they could
be allocated to local people on the local housing waiting list, although there are serious concerns about the operation of the
Choice Based Lettings Scheme that will need to be addressed. And of course the government’s proposals to force councils to
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give away their properties at way below replacement cost, and even to steal council properties from the council in order to pay
for giving away Housing Association properties, will need to be reversed, and HCA will need to support the building of rented
accommodation, if there is to be any chance of a genuine council housing revival.
Secondly, there need to be far greater financial incentives for brownfield development, and they should be proportionate to the
clean-up and other additional development costs of those brownfield sites. This is not just about the rural-urban divide – there
are valuable open spaces in larger towns which need to be protected; while even in very small towns and villages there are usually some small brownfield sites where one or two starter homes could be built to meet local need, or disused buildings which
could be converted into affordable flats. However, the profits from such schemes are unlikely to cover the development costs.
Thirdly, we need effective community engagement to determine what the actual housing needs of that community are, and
how they can be best met. District Councils have not been good at this, primarily because of lack of capacity. Developers have
a “one-size-fits-all” approach that minimises costs but fails to respect local character. Experience in Suffolk suggests that local
communities are willing – indeed eager – to accept housing development where that is clearly going to meet identified local
need. The problem is that most housing applications do not meet that need, and even when they purport to do so the reality
usually turns out different. And it is local need that should decide where affordable housing should go, not the developers’
profit-margins.
Fourthly, we need to reform the rules that allow developers to claim viability problems as a reason for avoiding their affordable
housing responsibilities. If a particular development is genuinely not viable, that is often because too much has been paid for
the land. But frequently developers can use clever accounting to “show” that they cannot possibly make a profit – if they can
get away with it, why wouldn’t they?
And fifthly, we need to end the knee-jerk reaction that constantly blames the lack of housing on the planning system and the
NIMBY councillors that operate it. Not all Councillors are effective representatives of local feelings. Too many Councillors are
well-tuned to the voices of those who shout loudest. But people will not put up with a development system which ignores
them, and planning officers – and the government – need to realise that local councillors are the best resource they have for
gauging local feeling and also for negotiating local acceptance.
So long as we have a housing regime which builds only for maximum profit, which penalises developers in urban and on
brownfield sites, which stacks the cards against council housing and housing associations, and which increasingly loads social
infrastructure costs such as education and health onto housing development, we will have young families unable to live in the
communities where they grew up or where they now work, and sterile retirement towns and villages where affluent retirees
can sit and wonder where all the locals went.

Cllr Sandy Martin - Leader of the Labour Group, Suffolk County Council
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A LIVING COUNTRYSIDE
- Chris Carr The issue of finding suitable homes in our beautiful countryside is nothing new. Whether it’s executive homes for our company directors, affordable homes for local children or bungalows for the elderly or disabled, the demand has always outstripped
delivery.
Under previous Governments we have been driven to build on town and city brownfield sites and an almost blanket ban on any
Greenfield development. All this has done is push the price of all homes upwards (simple supply and demand).
I think most developers have the same opinion as me in that we would like an ample supply of homes in our towns/cities and in
the countryside. But how do we do this in a sensible and orderly way?
We need to understand the dynamics of family living in towns and cities all over the UK and not just London and the South East.
•

Most young people want to live in the town and city centres. Somewhere there is employment and nightlife - good 		
pubs, eateries, gyms, cinemas etc.

•

When they settle down with a partner and maybe decide to start a family, they then start looking at the 			
suburbs/countryside. They want private gardens, good schools, village pub and good transport links to 			
employment areas.

•

When they get ready to retire they then start looking to downsize and move back into the town/city centres. They are 		
looking for homes with small or no gardens, close to shopping areas, doctors surgeries and cultural areas.

I know NIMBYism is used a lot as a block for rural development but in my experience it’s the small minority of ‘new comers’ to
the villages that are the most vocal. Residents that have lived in the villages for generations want to see a sustainable amount of
new homes to keep the village alive.
They have seen the post office close, the pub shut, the school close etc. They understand that it’s these things that make a
village. Without these amenities the village just becomes a soulless cluster of homes.
Developers and Councils need to engage more with residents of rural areas before they implement their Local Plans. I personally have an issue with a Forward Planner in a council (who doesn’t even live in the area!) dictating how my village will grow over
the next 100+ years. Parish Councils and residents need to get together and deliver a vision of how they would like their village
to evolve.
Neighbourhood plans are the ‘buzz word’ for Councils and Government. These are far too complicated and far too expensive
to deliver. They may work in some affluent rural areas in the south and around commuter villages around Harrogate etc. where
you may have professional people on the Parish Councils (lawyers, retired civil servants etc.) and money to spend on detailed
reports. But for villages like mine in Waltham near Grimsby, where a farmer is Chairperson, and they are supported by retired
trades people and housewives, it’s just not possible. All my Councillors have a real passion for Waltham but maybe not the
funds or expertise to deliver a Neighbourhood Plan. The better option for my village was the Community Led Plan.
The Community Led Plan (CLP) is far simpler to deliver at a fraction of the cost of a full Neighbourhood Plan. I was asked by my
Parish Council to help them and advise them with the CLP, as they felt a developer perspective would be useful. We spoke to
our Local Authority (North East Lincolnshire Council (NELC)) who fully supported the idea. I did explain to NELC that the work
the Parish Council and residents were doing was saving them many thousands of pounds on the Local Plan process and they
agreed and donated a small amount of money to help them facilitate the CLP. The Parish Council appointed a Councillor and
the Parish Clerk to lead the process and I gave advice throughout and attended a couple of the public consultations. The public
consultations where held in several locations – village hall, church hall, local primary school, and social media and even on the
village green. It was well advertised around the village and gained good support. It had to make sure that it engaged with all
demographics so a ‘drop in’ coffee morning in the church hall and an afternoon in the local primary academy school were as
important as the bigger consultations in the village hall in the evenings.
It was made quite clear to the residents from the beginning that the option of ‘no more housing’ would not be an option at all.
Unless the residents accepted that housing was one of the key parts of the CLP then our Local Authority would not implement
it into their Local Plan. This would lead to Forward Planners at the Council putting housing in totally inappropriate areas of the
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village. I also explained to the Parish residents how enabling housing could work, and in our case to help fund a new larger
primary academy school.
By the end of the Waltham CLP process the residents had delivered a great vision for the village which included a potential new
doctor’s surgery, new school, employment areas, better uses of open spaces, highways control and new housing.
This document gives the Forward Planners at the Council a great steer in what the majority of the residents of Waltham are
looking for and should make rural development sites less confrontational when they are brought forward in the future.
This ‘bottom up’ drive for change from local residents into the Local Plan is far better than being dictated to by Forward Planners with no local knowledge or passion for the area.
When suitable rural sites are allocated in the Local Plan then we need to make sure they are fit for purpose. Sites need to be
smaller and more sustainable. They shouldn’t have a big negative impact on the villages. They need to take into consideration
the needs of the local community and what existing housing is already there. Far too often rural sites deliver a large amount of
3-4 bedroom detached homes, which the developer says are in big demand. But often if you look at the existing homes in the
area you will find many of the 3-4 bedroom homes are occupied by couples in their 50’s –60’s whose children have left home
and moved on to work away. This group of 50+ home occupiers may be looking for something smaller to move into in the same
area. This can then release family homes back onto the open market for new families to move into. So an ample supply of starter homes and bungalows need to be added to the rural supply to give a full mix of tenure in the villages.
We also need to be aware of the need to keep the wider family unit together. With the spiralling cost of childcare and elderly
care, we should try and enable families to live closer together if they desire. With more of us asking parents and grandparents
to look after our children as we work longer hours, and to ask them to pick up the children from local schools, keeping the
family unit close together would be beneficial to all. And as our grandparents and parents get older it would be nice to have the
younger members of the family close by in case care and support is needed.
With regards to the supply of affordable rented properties in rural areas, maybe we need to look at how this has been supplied
in the past – owners of country estates and farmers. Why can’t we allow rural landowners the opportunity to develop and deliver long-term affordable rented new homes on rural Greenfield sites, which would not usually be considered for general housing
development? Farmers had traditionally built and rented these homes out to farm workers, why can’t this be expanded? With
social rented properties delivered through S106 contributions coming to an end (in favour of ‘Starter Homes’), this would be an
ideal replacement mechanism. The rents would have to be fixed to make sure they were affordable in perpetuity but this would
still give land owners/farmers a better financial return on their land. I would also like the proviso that local youngsters, families
and the elderly with ties to the area get first choice of these rented homes.
In conclusion I would like to see a mixture of new rural homes built in more suitable locations with the backing and support of
the local communities through the Community Led Plan (CLP) procedure. They need to be high quality build and sustainable.
All political parties need to understand they have a social responsibility to delivering such homes in rural areas as well as the
affordable homes on Brownfield sites in the towns and cities that they have demanded in recent years.

Chris Carr - Joint MD of Carr & Carr (Builders) Ltd ((SME Builder from North East Lincolnshire);
Chairman of the Federation of Master Builders Homebuilders Group
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LOCAL SUPPORT FOR
RURAL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
- Sue Southwell -

The Devon Rural Housing Partnership has been supporting the Rural Housing Enabler service in Devon for 15 years. During this
time we have developed strong working relationships with many Parish Councils and other community groups. We have come
to understand that the support and involvement of local communities in the process of rural housing development is a crucial
component of a successful scheme. A successful scheme in our view is one which not only augments the amount of affordable
housing in the village but also acts as a community capacity builder and increases the community’s sense of pride and ability to
act to the benefit of its own inhabitants in both the short and long term.
The specific issues facing rural communities are well known. Rural incomes are generally low and house prices are high. This
leads to young people and those on low incomes being forced to move away from villages into the towns where cheaper housing is more readily available, leaving behind a community of older, wealthy people. This undermines the long term sustainability and vitality of villages by disrupting the usual socio-economic mix of a community and reducing support for the school, the
local shop, the pub and the football and cricket teams while support networks such as caring for elderly relatives or child-minding for grandchildren are destroyed or disrupted.
Many Parish Councils and local activists are very aware of the impact of high house prices on their communities so they see increasing the ability of local people to access affordable housing as one way of addressing the problem. However, many of these
same people have other concerns too.
These include:
•

Keeping the support of their constituents

•

Limiting growth of the village to what is necessary

•

Ensuring that new development is designed to complement the existing building styles

•

Meeting the specific needs of that particular community

•

Ensuring that any development will continue to meet community needs in the long term

Maintaining a balanced approach to ensure that a community is not torn apart by these different views of a housing project
is the tightrope that community activists have to walk. Our experience is that there are four components that are essential in
persuading community activists to back an affordable housing scheme. These are:
•

A robust and independent assessment of local housing need. Only with such evidence will the population be
persuaded that they should sacrifice a piece of countryside

•

An assurance that priority will be given to people with a local connection to the community at letting. Usually local 		
communities’ first priority is to house their own

•

The requirement that the affordable homes will remain affordable in perpetuity. This is because communities are 		
usually very reluctant to back any housing that will not benefit their local people in the long term

•

Assurance that concerns and requirements regarding the development are taken into account in a meaningful way

•

Ensuring that any development will continue to meet community needs in the long term

The traditional exception site has been fundamental in helping to meet the first three of these requirements. The assurances
encapsulated in the Section 106 agreement attached to exception sites has persuaded many community activists to back a
scheme and to use these assurances to ‘sell’ it to the wider community as one that will offer real benefit to the whole community in the long term.
The fourth requirement of giving communities a real role in the pre-development can be enabled either by a housing association or other developer taking a sensitive approach to the community’s requirements and being willing to listen and negotiate;
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or by the community forming a Community Land Trust and taking a financial and legal stake in the development itself.
The Devon Rural Housing Partnership runs two rural housing awards each year: one for an effective community group and one
for an inspirational community activist. These awards recognize the crucial role that leadership from within the community
plays in a successful affordable rural housing development.
We believe that the exception site policy protecting affordability in perpetuity and ensuring priority of local people is fundamental in achieving affordable homes in rural areas. In addition, robust evidence of housing need and taking communities concerns on board throughout the development process ensures that communities’ understand the benefits of affordable housing
and are proud of the end product.

Sue Southwell – Rural Housing Enabler, Devon Communities Together
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‘HOUSES FOR NEED NOT GREED’
- John Lancaster When a protest petition with the above title gets a thousand signatures in three days, you know there is a problem in your area
with how housing is being delivered and what is being proposed. And Totnes, a small market town near the south Devon coast,
typifies the issues for many rural communities. The absence of an up-to-date adopted Local Plan has seen a boom in opportunistic open market greenfield developments to feed the commuter, second home and retirement markets with prices way
beyond the reach of those on local incomes. One such scheme of 100 houses with top prices of £850,000 will provide just 11
‘affordable’ homes through a housing association.
Under the current Housing Bill, even the obligation for local authorities to get developers to provide affordable housing will be
removed. As the web blog behind the petition adds, “The new Housing Bill going through Parliament is going to make the situation that much worse.” And forget the envisaged 200,000 ‘Starter Homes’ with their 20% discounts, that’s not what people say
they need. Even research by up-market estate agents Savills shows that 70,000 homes a year are needed for those households
unable to take advantage of the home ownership incentives.
So despite the political mantra being imposed through top-down legislation and regulations, what do people really need?
Maybe we should let the people tell us. I would like to use two examples or case studies to show how the current and proposed
direction for housing conflicts greatly with what people say we need. One example looks at the public responses on housing
from the Totnes Neighbourhood Plan consultation process, the other draws on data and evidence from housing needs surveys
carried out in rural communities in two local authorities in Staffordshire over a period of eight years.
The Town Council in Totnes is at the stage of putting together its draft Neighbourhood Plan. The community consultations,
surveys and workshops have been carried out and the findings are being collated. For housing, perhaps the banner vision from
the workshop with the young people from King Edward VI Community College should be the starting point: “Where homes
are affordable, there is less homelessness, more self-sustaining eco homes, less second (holiday) homes and less young people
leaving the area because of lack of jobs and expensive houses.”
Such people are the future of any community. They want community-led rather than developer-led planning, local needs to
have priority in housing, their community to remain a living, working town with energy efficient homes and, critically, a choice
of housing types, tenures, costs and affordability – social housing and other affordable tenancies were specific suggestions.
There was clear disillusionment with the current model of developers delivering affordable housing according to government
definitions and a strong desire across all the consultation activities to find other methods and models of delivering genuinely
affordable housing related to local wages. Not houses “which are aimed at outsiders where homes cost £500k+.”
The community-led approach focused on the town developing its own housing outside the mainstream developer-led approach.
Ninety per cent of respondents saw this as the way forward - small developments for local people, preferably on brownfield
sites using local builders and self-build, community land trusts and other community co-housing models were suggested repeatedly.
The housing needs survey and the workshops flagged up the overwhelming need for smaller homes with high energy efficiency
for young people from 82 per cent of respondents. The importance given to relating new housing to infrastructure problems,
particularly traffic, roads and schools, reflects the increased problems caused by the woeful attention to such considerations
that current on-site developments are generating.
It is important to say that the consultation process threw up only five people who were anti-housing: people know that this is a
huge issue of delivery. It is all a question of what, where and for whom – and at what price.
It is not exaggeration to say that the above findings of what a community such as Totnes thinks about housing are substantially
at odds with the direction that current government policy is taking. For example, the withdrawal of funding for social rented
housing, ending of lifetime social housing tenancies and the extension of the right to buy together with the starter homes initiative clearly reflects an ideological shift towards a political mantra of ownership. Few people are against ownership, but within
the current context the pursuit of private home-ownership through legislation and regulation, at the expense of all other forms
of tenure, is a denial of the evidence of what is needed in rural communities.
We have seen the evidence from a market town population of 8,000 with a coastal and rural hinterland, what of the rural villages and parishes themselves?
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For the past eight years I have worked as a consultant rural housing enabler to two housing associations that deliver affordable housing in the rural areas covered by the South Staffordshire and Stafford Borough local authorities. I have carried out 21
parish-based housing needs surveys to identify the level of need, almost all in parishes with a population of less than 3,000. The
key housing problem identified: the lack of affordable housing for young people wishing to stay in their communities but having
to leave because of high house prices.
The key outcomes from this work have been:
•

154 homes delivered for nine parishes

•

72 per cent of the homes for social rented; 18 per cent for shared ownership

•

The schemes delivered have been on rural exception sites where local planning policies have not permitted open 		
market housing (though the cross-subsidy provision of the NPPF is recognised). Such sites with their perpetuity		
protections for local households are crucial for sustaining the longevity of village services – the positive impact of social
housing

•

There has been overwhelming majority support from parish councils and the public for these rented and shared 		
ownership schemes for local people, though sometimes nimby opposition has had to be overcome. The evidence is 		
based on robust survey response rates averaging 32 per cent.

The tenure mix is based on the first choices of respondents in relation to their incomes. Across the 21 surveys:
•

38 per cent of respondents specified social renting from a housing association

•

36 per cent shared ownership

•

26 per cent ‘other’, most usually comprising first-time buyer open market purchase and elderly owner-occupiers 		
wanting to downsize.

Frequently, examination of the financial data of those requesting shared ownership showed them to be unable to afford this
form of tenure. The same issue faced those wanting open market purchase when measured against local entry-level house prices (house prices as a multiplier of average incomes varies across South Staffordshire from the most affordable 5:1 to the least
affordable 17:1). All social rent levels fall within their affordability thresholds.
The results of this success in housing delivery in these Staffordshire local authorities might prompt these questions for the government:
•

If social rented housing is the greatest requirement, why has funding for this form of tenure through the HCA been 		
axed?

•

If this form of support is required for those in greatest need, on the lowest incomes, why has the weight of subsidy 		
been shifted to owner-occupiers through the starter homes 20% subsidy?

•

With the inevitable further loss of social rented housing through the extension of the right to buy, where should such 		
people in greatest need go? To the unaffordable private-rented sector?

That new housing and planning legislation and proposed changes to the NPPF have not been rural-proofed is obvious to
housing and planning professionals – and to the rural communities faced with resolving their housing issues. If a main message
from this piece is that what is happening and what is being proposed is not what rural communities want and need, a start in
reversing this could be achieved from the proposals in a recent Guardian article by Richard Best (New housing legislation will
do nothing for many of those in need of a decent home): “We will pursue amendments…these could include devolving to local
authorities the key housing and planning decisions about starter homes and affordable housing, and gaining exemptions and
exceptions to other measures.”
It would be a start towards a comprehensive review of how and what we do to deliver, not just talk about how we give choice
and fairness to rural communities and solving their housing problems.

John Lancaster - Independent Consultant, Rural Affordable Housing
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LIFT THE PENALTIES ON COUNCIL HOUSE
BUILDING
- Geoff Wheeler Britain needs more homes - over 200,000 homes a year - homes at prices that everyone can afford. More homes need to be
built, more empty houses brought back into occupation, more houses for sale and more houses for rent.
But who can afford to buy? The average price of a house in Stroud district is over £250,000, and prices rose by 15 per cent last
year – the biggest increase outside the south-east. According to the National Housing Federation, compared to the average salary, house prices in the south-west are ten times more expensive and households would need an annual pay rise of more than
£30,000 to afford an average home.
Worst off are young couples, often both in work and looking for a home of their own. Instead of buying a home they might
consider renting. But this is also becoming less affordable. In our area the average cost of renting is nearly £700 a month, taking
over a third of local incomes.
The government proposes starter homes that can be bought with a 20 per cent discount on the price to make them more
affordable. However according to homelessness charity, Shelter, these will be unaffordable for families on average incomes in
almost 60 per cent of local authorities in England. Those on the national living wage would be priced out of all but two per cent
of areas by 2020. Also the starter homes would replace the affordable rented housing that local councils can set as a condition
on new developments.
Britain has a national housing crisis, but it’s not insurmountable. The nation has met and largely overcome a similar situation in
the past. After World War Two a quarter of Britain’s homes were damaged in some way, and housing was a top priority for the
next ten years. Repairing the damage and clearing the slums that blighted many towns and cities needed a tremendous effort
from all housing providers. Under the post war Labour government 807,000 homes were built by local councils between 1945
and 1951 compared with 180,000 built for private owners.
Council house building came to a virtual halt in the later 20th century, mainly due to actions by the government in the 1980s.
The right to buy council homes provided tenants with an opportunity to buy their homes at a discounted price, but removed
those houses from the affordable sector and many ended up as private rental dwellings.
Housing associations have made a large contribution to the provision of affordable homes for rent but now the right to buy
has been extended to their housing, is there a role for local councils to relieve the shortage of affordable housing? They have
fulfilled that role before and in some areas are showing it can be done.
For example in Stroud, where the district council has retained its own houses, our council house building programme includes
236 dwellings over five years, 25 of which are already occupied. The government however has imposed a reduction on council
house rents that means the council has £9 million less to invest, equivalent to 100 new council homes, houses that could provide energy efficient homes for less well-off people and stimulate the local economy as they are built.
Additionally, the government says that council households with income greater than £30,000 a year should pay market rents,
but the additional rent above social rent will be paid to the government, not the council, and those housing association houses
to be sold under the right to buy will be financed by the sale of councils’ highest valued houses.
The government refuses to allow councils to borrow funds above a limit to build more houses, although councils are proven
prudential borrowers and housing is a safe investment.
These penalties on council house building hinder a vital part of the means to reduce the nation’s housing gap. Sooner or later
the government will realise that private builders won’t build at the needed rate, and will have to turn to public house building.
Why not now?

Geoff Wheeler - Labour Leader of Stroud District Council
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TAI FFORDDIADWY YNG NGHYMRU GWLEDIG
- DYFODOL GWELL?
(AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN RURAL WALES - A BETTER FUTURE?)
- David Hedges Every community in Wales faces challenges in meeting the need for good quality housing and in providing an adequate choice
of housing solutions. In rural Wales the challenges are even greater. Poverty is increasing, low pay continues and changes in
national benefit systems often see rural areas disproportionately affected. In many rural areas the sustainability of communities
is threatened with the closure of schools, shops, petrol stations, pubs and a general decline in public services. Poor quality older
homes which are harder and more expensive to heat, fewer affordable homes to rent and a private housing market which is out
of reach for many means that housing choices are limited.
Attempts by government to influence these choices have had a limited effect. Indeed policy and programmes have lagged
behind the economic and social change. National housing policy in Wales has lacked clear vision, lacked an evidence-base and
been dominated by initiatives often aimed at dealing with issues likely only to have a marginal effect on outcomes and which
have a limited life.
Many of the housing problems faced in Wales are a result of a shortage of housing. For decades Wales hasn’t built enough new
homes to deal with ‘unmet’ need or built enough new homes to meet the need projected by research. The Welsh Government
has developed programmes such as Help to Buy, Homebuy and Rent First but these stimulate static rather than increasing supply. Wales needs more homes.
In 2015 the Public Policy Institute Wales published a report suggesting Wales needs somewhere between 8,700 and 12,000
new homes each year. On average (between 2006/7 and 2010/11) only 7,360 homes were built each year - less than the lowest
projected number of new homes needed. In fact this level of house building continues a long term declining trend. In the early
1990s an average of 9,500 were being built each year. So the shortage in Wales now grows year-on-year. While research like
this provides headline numbers on supply, we know that the particular characteristics of rural communities demand solutions
that are not urban solutions ‘tweaked’ for rural application.
‘Meeting the Needs of an Ageing population in Wales’ (Public Policy Institute Wales July 2015) outlined the reasons why it is
important to focus on planning and developing older people’s housing. It included the reason that ‘older people are also more
likely (either for lifestyle or ‘no option’ reasons) to be living in rural areas, where access to support services can be very challenging, with associated risks of increased social vulnerabilities.
This poses challenges for housing requirements as for those wishing to ‘stay put’, existing housing stock is difficult and costly to
adapt; or because ‘moving on’ may not be an option because of lack of affordable and suitably adapted housing. These same issues are faced by people of all ages and are the reason housing policy to deal with them should be focused on appropriate rural
solutions. And solutions that are wider than housing. Recognition of the inter-connectedness of issues and the need for ‘joinedup’ solutions still appears to elude policy makers and practitioners so that service provision in areas such as health, education &
training, and transport isn’t co-ordinated with housing. Links to rural regeneration and community development need to be real
and tangible.
The support for Rural Housing Enablers in Wales has seen the growth and latterly the decline in a network of Enablers across
rural Wales, which has found it difficult to deliver a significant supply of new rural affordable housing solutions. The reasons for
this lie beyond the individual performance of the Enablers, but reflect that they have been operating in an environment where
the essential ingredients of new supply have become harder to put in place: a lack of suitable developable sites, declining public
and private sources of finance and more and more local opposition.
Recent cuts in public expenditure have seen the overall amount of capital funding decline. The limited overall amount of funding means a smaller slice of the cake for rural areas and this has often been made worse where rural towns become the focus of
delivery - for example with the provision of extra care housing projects - at the expense of the provision of small scale projects
in village communities. Government also seems unwilling and unable to acknowledge that developing new homes in rural communities is more expensive. All this compounded by a planning system that fails to enable more flexible policy to aid delivery.
For rural Wales what is needed is long term stable policy that supports programmes of investment to increase the supply of
energy efficient, adaptable and appropriate housing.
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This needs to be designed and co-ordinated with policy and programmes which deliver other public services such as social care
and health. And the planning system needs to empower and permit more flexible delivery of affordable housing in smaller
settlements. As the delivery of rural affordable housing can take more than five years (the experience of Rural Housing Enablers
across the UK has shown this), investment programmes need to be longer than this; i.e. longer than the life of a government in
order to give security and de-risk investment for landowners and developers.
In order to ensure a supply of secure funding for smaller new housing projects, programmes ideally need to be ring fenced for
rural areas and the annuality of existing housing programmes, like Social Housing Grant, need to be overcome in order to aid
certainty of delivery.
More needs to be done to persuade local communities that more affordable new homes will meet their needs. Not just for the
generation of people needing it now but for future generations too. Effective use of agreements to prevent affordable homes
being ‘lost’ need to be put in place to prevent the ‘leakage’ of affordable homes into the ‘for sale’ market.
These policies, programmes and agreements need to be reviewed and monitored effectively and the Welsh Government needs
to develop and fund effective data collection and analysis so that the effect of policy can be evaluated.
If Labour is serious about wanting to develop effective policy on housing solutions for rural Wales it needs to show that it cares
about rural Wales, that it understands the particular needs of rural communities and the need for a different approach to
what’s gone before.
Labour is perceived as being disinterested in rural Wales because it’s believed it has little or no electoral support there. Labour
has dominated Welsh politics for generations. Under devolution Labour has formed the governing party outright or in coalition
with other minority parties in the Assembly. Labour’s constituencies have traditionally always been the urban centres, especially those with a history of industrial and post-industrial development and decline. Rural areas have often been represented
by politicians in parties in opposition or ‘minor’ partners in Government. Housing Ministers have had urban constituencies and
housing has often been one amongst a number of responsibilities.
Labour needs a champion for rural Wales and a champion for rural housing in Wales.

David Hedges - Director, Cyngor Da
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Helping show how Labour ‘gets’ living on the coast or
in the country, and organising for Labour across coast
& country - see more at our Facebook page and blog www.labourcoastandcountry.org.uk

Your Name .............................................................................................................
Address .................................................................................................................
CLP &/or office held .................................................................................................
Standing Order Mandate
To ...........................................................................
Bank/Sort Code
Address .................................................................
Please pay:

Bank

Branch Title

Sort Code

Unity Trust Bank

Birmingham

60-83-01

For the credit of:

Beneficiary’s Name

Account Number

Labour Coast & Country

2

0

3

1

6

8

6

8

Membership at £15 p.a. Reduced rate (as appropriate) at £5 p.a. Additional donations at your discretion.

+The sum of:

Amount in figures

Amount in words

£
Date and amount of first payment
£
£
*now

Commencing:

Date and amount of last payment
£

*Until
quoting the reference:

Due date and frequency
and thereafter every

1st January annually

*until you receive further notice from me/us in
writing.

Please cancel any previous standing order or direct debit in favour of the beneficiary named above under this reference.

Special Instructions
Account to be debited

Account Number

Signature(s).............................................................................
Note: The Bank will not undertake to:
*
+

Delete if not applicable.
If the amounts of the periodic payments vary, they 		
should be incorporated in a schedule overleaf.
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(i) make any reference to Value Added Tax or other
indeterminate element.
(ii) advise payer’s address to beneficiary.(iii) advise beneficiary of inability to pay.(iv) request beneficiary’s banker
to advise beneficiary of receipt.
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SUSTAINABLE VILLAGES
RURAL HOUSING FOR THE FUTURE:
Labour’s coast and country housing offer
The Labour Party has begun to set out some excellent housing policy pledges for Britain. What we hope this essay collection will prompt is a clear
sense of how these policies will affect those living on the coast and in the
country; and a clear offer to these communities that they understand and
respond to.
As residents of these communities have asked before “How will Labour improve the availability of housing, to rent or buy, in my
village, market or seaside town?”
“What will Labour put in place and how make my life and my community
better?”
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